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“History is composed of documents,
because the document is what remains”
(Jacques Le Goff)
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5IJTJTBçSTU/PUPOMZBTBTZNQPTJVNPODPOUFNQPSBSZEBODFFEVDBUJPO 
CVUFTQFDJBMMZXJUIJUTMFJUNPUJWPGEPDVNFOUBUJPOXJUIJOEBODFFEVDBUJPO
So, please welcome our experiment „The return of the idocs“! What actually
can constitute documentation when dealing with a moving subject, we’ll
FYQFSJFODFBOEEJTDVTTUIJTXFFLFOE8FXJMMOPUCFQSFTFOUJOHSFTVMUT CVU
insights from an ongoing research proces that started almost 2 years ago
with the EU funded project „EDOCDE“, which then turned into „IDOCDE –
*OUFSOBUJPOBM%PDVNFOUBUJPOPG$POUFNQPSBSZ%BODF&EVDBUJPOo
The journey so far has been inspiring: expanding contacts among colleagues,
FYQBOEJOHLOPXMFEHFBOEUIFEFQUIPGSFèFDUJPOPOXIBUXFEP"UUJNFTJU
was also quite demanding in workload, sometimes impossible, also trying to
VOJGZEJGGFSFOUJOUFSFTUTBOEJEFBT BOEUIJTQSPDFTTJTTUJMMHPJOHPO#VUXF
stay true to the vision of IDOCDE: to create a network among contemporary
dance teachers with the aim to support, learn from and challenge each other
CPUIPOMJOFBOEGBDFUPGBDF4PUIBOLZPV UPBMMUIF*%0$%&NJEXJWFT
In the IDOCDE spirit, the symposium is set up as a peer-to-peer exchange,
referencing back to the original greek meaning of knowledge exchange and
DPNNVOBMDFMFCSBUJPO8FBSFMPPLJOHGPSXBSEUPZPVSJOQVUBOEUPNBLF
IJTUPSZUPHFUIFSXJUIZPV
Kerstin Kussmaul
Idocde founder
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'SJEBZ

Welcome & Introduction
'SJEBZr

Documenting 8IBU )PX8IZ 
Key note by Defne Erdur (TR)
Defne ErdurJTBTPDJPMPHJTU ." BOE
a dancer working in performing arts,
UIFSBQZBOEFEVDBUJPO4IFIBEBDPQZ
writing career till 2005 and is trained
JO"SU5IFSBQZ$SFBUJWJUZ)FSEBODF
QSBDUJDFJOUFOTJçFEBSPVOE$* *OTUBOU
$PNQPTJUJPOBOE4LJOOFS3FMFBTJOH
She also is a Deep Tissue Release &
5SJHHFS1PJOU.BTTBHF5IFSBQJTU4IF
teaches in the Contemporary Dance
Dept of the State Conservatory in
Istanbul locally and workshops all
BSPVOEUIFXPSME4IFJTPOFPGUIF
DPGPVOEFSTPG*%0$%&
'SJEBZr

Documentation as
a practice
"QBOFMEJTDVTTJPO
Moderator: (JUUB8JHSP (#
Panelists: Ingo Diehl (DE),
-BVSB,BSSFNBO #& "OESFB,FJ[ %& 
"OPVL-MBVSFOT #- 3JP3VU[JOHFS "5
Gitta Wigro has been working in dance
NBOBHFNFOUGPSZFBST4IFJTUIFNBOager of IDOCDE partner Independent
Dance, and works as programmer, lecturer and mentor for international dance
3

çMNQSPKFDUT(JUUBUSBJOFEBOEXPSLFE
as a choreographer, dancer and teacher,
BOEIPMETB#"GSPN-POEPO$POUFNQPSBSZ%BODF4DIPPM  BOEBO."JO
DIPSFPHSBQIZGSPN-BCBO  
1SPG*OHP%JFIMis a dancer, dance
FEVDBUPSBOEDVSBUPS"TEJSFDUPSPG
Tanzplan Deutschland’s educational
programme from 2005 to 2011, he was responsible for all educational issues and the
development of Tanzplan’s dance educaUJPOQSPKFDU)FEFWFMPQFEUIF%BODF&EVDBUJPO#JFOOBMFr5BO[QMBO%FVUTDIMBOE
and the research project Tanztechniken
4JODF"QSJMIFJTQSPGFTTPSGPS
Contemporary Dance Pedagogy at the
Hochschule für Musik und Darstellende
,×OTUF'SBOLGVSUBN.BJO

"OPVL-MBVSFOT is performer, chorePHSBQIFSBOEUFBDIFS4IFJTDVSSFOUMZ
working on “Visions, a research on poetic
documentation based on Lisa Nelson
XPSLp5IFSFTIFRVFTUJPOTUIFQSPDFTT
of transmission in order to highlight the
subjective construction of experience,
through a dialogue between sensorial exQMPSBUJPOTBOENVMUJNPEBMEPDVNFOUBUJPO
Rio Rutzinger curates the workshop &
research programme of ImPulsTanz
– Vienna International Dance Festival
and heads the EU network project LIFE
-0/(#63/*/()FDBNFUPEBODFPO
a bicycle and would rather die than fully
SFUJSFBTB'SJTCFFVMUJNBUFQMBZFS
'SJEBZr

Laura Karreman works at Ghent University
on the PhD research project ‘Capturing
Dance Movements’, which examines the
implications of digital media like motion
capture technology for the analysis and
EPDVNFOUBUJPOPGEBODF4IFTUVEJFE
Theatre, Film and Television studies at
Utrecht University and graduated from
UIFSFTFBSDINBTUFS"SU4UVEJFTBUUIF
6OJWFSTJUZPG"NTUFSEBN4IFXPSLFE
BTBGSFFMBODFSSFTFBSDIFSJOUIFçFMEPG
theatre, dance and visual arts, was perGPSNJOHBSUTBEWJTPSGPSUIF"NTUFSEBN
"SU'VOEBP
"OESFB,FJ[, biologist, teacher for dance
JNQSPWJTBUJPO JTXPSLJOHJOUIFçFMEPG
video documentation since 2000, and
working in artistic collaboration with
EJGGFSFOU#FSMJOCBTFEBSUJTUT4IFEJEUIF
videowork for Tanztechniken 2010 and is
involved in educational processes, teaching at HfMDK Frankfurt and mentoring
BU);5#FSMJO

‘Happy coccyx’- session
dTFOTJOH XSJHHMJOH 
GFFMJOH EBODJOHd
(ZVMB#FSHFS )6
3PPTWBO#FSLFM /- BOE
Heléna Hrotko (HU)
#ZFYQMPSJOHUIFMFNOJTDBUFTIBQFUIBU
our coccyges naturally describe in space,
we aim to inspire your coccyx to keep
moving and party further into the night!
‘You know that bone at the end of your
TQJOFUIBUnTTMJHIUMZDVSWFEJOXBSET n
:FBI XIBUnTJUBCPVU n
‘It seems to be wriggling around, and it
gives me a nice, funky feeling’
‘Haha, do you mean you are being moved
CZBIBQQZDPDDZY n
‘I guess!’
‘Well then there’s only one thing to do:
dance it around!’

(ZVMB#FSHFS: "GUFSZFBSTPGEBODF
training I entered the Hungarian dance
TDFOFJOXIFO*GPVOEFEPOFPGUIF
WFSZçSTUNPEFSOEBODFDPNQBOJFT*O
*XFOUUPUIF&%%$JO"SOIFN /- 
3FUVSOJOHUP)VOHBSZJO*DPOUJOued teaching, choreographing and perGPSNJOH$VSSFOUMZ*BNXPSLJOHXJUINZ
DPNQBOZ;&30#"--&5 BNBNFNCFSPG
-"TTPDJBUJPOBOE*UFBDIDPOUFNQPSBSZ
dance regularly at Juranyi Production
1VCMJD)PVTF
3PPTWBO#FSLFM $."&EVDBUFEBU
Laban London and LIMS New York,
I currently teach, perform and create
JO5IF/FUIFSMBOET*UFBDI.PWFNFOU
"OBMZTJTBUUIF5IFBUFSTDIPPM"NTUFSdam and at the Eindhoven University of
5FDIOPMPHZ.ZMBUFTUXPSLTBSFUFDIOPMogy-based performances that focus on
QFSTPOJçFEFYQFSJFODFBOEFYQSFTTJPO
#FTJEFTDSFBUJOHPXOXPSL *QFSGPSN
project-based for other choreographers
BOEUIFBUSFNBLFSTGF$MPTF"DU5IFBUSF
/-nTNBJOWJTVBMUIFBUSFDPNQBOZ 
Heléna Hrotkó: Holistic Dance Teacher
BOEDPOUFNQPSBSZEBODFSCBTFEJO#Vdapest where I teach adults and children
BOEBCSPBETJODF *UBMZ "VTUSJB 
4JODF.BZ*UFBDI"MPIB4J BO*UBMian relaxation method with a tool called
UIFm"MPIBn*EBODFGPS-JWJOH1JDUVSF
5IFBUSF*BMTPPSHBOJ[FXPSLTIPQTJO
#VEBQFTUGPSGPSFJHOUFBDIFSTXPSLJOH
in somatics, authentic movement, butoh
EBODFBOEDPOUBDUJNQSPWJTBUJPO
IUUQXXXJEPDEFOFUJEPDT



sis on the play between inner listening
and active response investigating the
tools that help balance and sustain multiQMFBXBSFOFTTFT

'SJEBZ

Open space: Move & talk
Facilitated by Stephanie Maher (DE/US)

Lauren Potter is an independent dance
BSUJTUUFBDIFS0SJHJOBMMZUSBJOFEBU5IF
Place, she then performed with London
Contemporary Dance Theatre, was a
founder member of Siobhan Davies
Dance, and then worked with companies
TVDIBT%7 3PTFNBSZ#VUDIFSBOE
4FDPOE4USJEF.PTUSFDFOUMZTIFIBT
IFMEUIFQPTUPG"SUJTUJD%JSFDUPSGPS
‘Edge’ – The Postgraduate Performance
$PNBQBOZBU-$%4
IUUQXXXJEPDEFOFUJEPDT

"OJOGPSNBMFODPVOUFSXJUINPWJOH
BOEUBMLJOH*UJTBGSFFTQBDFUPGVSUIFS
discuss raised issues from the panel on
EPDVNFOUBUJPO*UJTBMTPBTQBDFUPNFFU
each other while moving and perhaps
sharing thoughts and individual focuses
PGUIF4ZNQPTJVNXFFLFOE
Stephanie Maher is a dancer, choreographer, improviser and teacher originally
based in New york and then San Francisco
GPSZFBST*O.BIFSSFMPDBUFEUP
#FSMJO (FSNBOZXIFSFTIFDPOUJOVFE
to perform, organize, develop and teach
JOUIFDPNNVOJUZCBTFETFUUJOHTPG,
4UVEJPTJO#FSMJOBOEGPVOEFEUIF
Ponderosa Tanz/Land Festival &
103$)QSPGFTTJPOBMQSPHSBNJO
4UPM[FOIBHFO (FSNBOZ

4BUVSEBZ

&YQFSJNFOUBM"OBUPNZ
into Sharing the Dance
Class led by +BO#VSLIBSEU %&

4BUVSEBZr

#SFBUIJOHZPVSXBZ
GSPNèPPSUPTUBOEJOH
"NJOXBSNVQDMBTTCZ
-BVSFO1PUUFS (#
My warm up involves a strong emphasis
on weight and gravity using the breath
BTBNPWFNFOUTPVSDFBOEUIFèPPSBTB
partnership to aid the transference, shift
and momentum of weight with an ease
of connection through the limbs, whilst
still maintaining a dynamic and articulate
QSFTFODF5IFSFXJMMCFQBSUJDVMBSFNQIB
5

We open sources of sensation in our bodJFTUISPVHIUVOJOHJOUPTQFDJçDBOBUPNJDBMTZTUFNT0ODFTFOTJUJ[FE XFFYQMPSF
movement possibilities, situations with
QBSUOFSTBOEPVSSFMBUJPOTIJQXJUITQBDF
8FçOFUVOFPVSQIZTJDBMSFTFBSDI 
emotional journey and mind of abstracUJPO5IFBJNJTBTUBUFPGJNNFEJBDZBOE
to communicate with partners and space
from a somatic basis that we can always
SF BDDFTT8FTIJOFBMJHIUPOUIFUSBOTmission from somatic sensation to spatial
and emotional communication, what supQPSUTUIJTCSJEHF XIBUJOIJCJUTJU
+BO#VSLIBSEU is a dancer, choreographer
BOENVTJDJBO)JTNBJOQSBDUJDFJTUP
bridge somatic information and com-

NVOJDBUJPOQFSGPSNBODF)FJTCBTFE
JO#FSMJO*OSFDFOUZFBST IFIBTCFFO
collaborating with Laurent Chétouane
and Sebastian Matthias and is reguMBSMZUFBDIJOHBU5BO[GBCSJL#FSMJO );5 
1POEFSPTBGFTUJWBMBOE,)BNCVSH)F
is often invited to guest teach in various
JOTUJUVUJPOTUISPVHIPVU&VSPQF

Saturday 10:00 – 12:00

Your body My landscape Movement discourse on teaching
exchange led by 3PPTWBO#FSLFMel (NL)
XJUI(ZVMB#FSHFS )6
This is a 2-hour movement discourse on
our short & long distance exchange and
DPMMBCPSBUJPOPGUIFQBTUNPOUIT
Through movement and words, we will
explain how we have investigated the
common ground between our teaching
BOENPWFNFOUQSBDUJDFT#ZJEFOUJGZJOH
and centralizing the lemniscate-shape as
a common denominator in our work, we
will discuss how our work is connected,
how it differs and how this exchange has
become an ongoing practice in itself that
we want to bring towards a performance
BOEBXPSLTIPQTFSJFT8FXJMMBMTPUBML
about how we have found ways to keep
UIFEJTDPVSTFHPJOHBOEPGèJOFEVSJOH
live meetings, and how we have fed this
EJTDPVSTFJOWBSJPVTXBZT
3PPTWBO#FSLFMPlease refer to
m)BQQZ$PDDZYnGPS$7
(ZVMB#FSHFS: Please refer to
m)BQQZ$PDDZYnGPS$7
IUUQXXXJEPDEFOFUJEPDT
6

4BUVSEBZr

4BUVSEBZrr

Experiential lecture on
the latest myo-fascial
research and the ancient
art of Chi Kung

Interview Room

RPCJO#FSLFMNBOT /3PCJO#FSLFMNBOTQSFTFOUTIJTPOHPJOH
3PCJO#FSLFMNBOTpresents
his on-going
research - a combination of Western
TPNBUJDTBOE&BTUFSOCPEZXPSL)FXJMM
GPDVTPOUXPTQFDJçDGPSNTPGTPNBUJD
theory (myo-fascial meridians, modern
NFSJEJBOUIFPSZ BOE CZEFNZTUJçDBUJPO 
CMFOEUIFNXJUIUIFBSUPG$IJ,VOH)F
aims to show why this work is valuable for
BEBODFS5IFQBSUJDJQBOUTXJMMTPNFUJNFT
be invited to do simple and practical
exercises to experience the discussed
UPQJDTJOUIFJSPXOCPEJFT
3PCJO#FSLFMNBOT  JTBEBODFS 
physical performer, teacher and maker of
EBODFBOEUIFBUSF3PCJOUFBDIFTEBODF
BUUIF"NTUFSEBN4DIPPMPGUIF"SUTBOE
the Fontys Danceacademy in Tilburg,
mainly experiential anatomy, release
UFDIOJRVFBOEDPOUBDUJNQSPWJTBUJPO
"UUIFBUSFTDIPPM%F5SBQJO"NTUFSEBN
he teaches fundamental movement for
performers, physical theatre and stageçHIUJOH)FJTUIF%VUDISFQSFTFOUBUJWF
of Tai Chi Chuan and Chi Kung school
Mn"SUEV$IJ
IUUQXXXJEPDEFOFUJEPDT

"OB4UFHOBS #& %PVHMBT#FDLFS #& 
and Louise Chardon (FR)
INTERVIEW ROOM is a space where 12
interviews with dance pedagogues will
UBLFQMBDFEVSJOHUIF7JFOOB4ZNQPTJVN
One to one exchanges about teaching
practices in presence of eventual public
XJMMCFSFDPSEFEBOEçMNFE"TVSWFZ
POJEPDEFOFUXJMMDPOUSJCVUFUPTFMFDU
teachers as the project’s ambition is to
grasp actual tendencies of contemporary
dance teaching in their connection to
EBODFIJTUPSZBOEDPOUFNQPSBSZBSU
"OB4UFHOBSJTDIPSFPHSBQIFSBOE
"OB4UFHOBSis
choreographer and
NBLFS XXXMFTCHNCF GPSNFSEBODFS
(Ultima Vez) and dance teacher inspired
by improvisation and instant composition, bodywork and Skinner Releasing
5FDIOJRVF4IFUFBDIFTNPWFNFOUBOE
dance mainly to actors, circus artists and
amateur dancers, developing ‘contempoSBSZEBODFGPSMBSHFQVCMJDn
%PVHMBT#FDLFSJTUFBDIFSBOEDIPSFPH%PVHMBT#FDLFSis
teacher and choreogSBQIFS GPSNFSEBODFS'SBOLGVSU#BMMFU 
/BUJPOBM#BMMFUPG$BOBEB +PGGSFZ#BMMFU
5FBDIFT#BMMFU JNQSPWJTBUJPOUFDIOPMPgies, and stages Forsythe repertory across
UIFHMPCF GBDVMUZ1"354#SVTTFMT
QSFTFOUNBTUFS-FDUVSFS6OJWFSTJUZ
PGUIF"SUT1IJMBEFMQIJBQSFTFOU
Louise Chardon is dancer (National
#BMMFUPG$BOBEB 3PZBM#BMMFUPG
'MBOEFST #BUTIFWB%BODF$PNQBOZ 
$IBSMFSPJ%BOTFT 4JODFTIF
directs together with Luk Van den Drie
UIFQSPEVDUJPOIPVTF"OE8IBU#FTJEF T
Death and the CarWash Theater, a private

8

TQBDFGPSQFGPSNJOHBSUT4IFUFBDIFT
dance (ballet and contemporary techniques), movement analysis, improvisation
and principle of Sensitive and Intimate
5IFBUFS
IUUQXXXJEPDEFOFUJEPDT

4BUVSEBZ

Workshop on
Documentation as
artistic research
"OESFB,FJ[ %&

4BUVSEBZrr

Open Space
Facilitated by Stephanie Maher
EFUBJMTTFF#VMMFUJOCPBSE

4BUVSEBZr

Documentation Potluck
Defne Erdur (TR)
%PDVNFOUJOH8IBU 8IZ)PX 
Practical & Playful Steps into IDOCDE…
Lets work “as a team”, to think & act
about “documenting” contemporary
EBODFFEVDBUJPO5FBDIFSTXJMMJOHUP
work around different tools, ways & views
of documenting and/or teach small fragments of their own practices, to then dive
into IDOCDE internet site are welcome!
Just bring your body, ideas, notes, articles, books, laptops and any documentation tool you think is relevant! We will
XPSLKPZGVMMZTFSJPVT TFSJPVTMZKPZGVMMZ
Defne Erdur please refer to ‘Documenting
8IBU )PX8IZ nGPS$7
IUUQXXXJEPDEFOFUJEPDT

I am interested in exploring documentaUJPOBTBEJTUJODUBSUJTUJDQSBDUJDF1BSticipants will work with different tools in
order to examine questions of documenUBUJPO*ONZWJFXEBODFBTBOBSUGPSN
cannot be described in its entirety by one
TJOHMFNFEJVN5IFSFGPSFXFXJMMXPSLPO
providing a container of documents to be
utilized as a source of inspiration for our
PXOBSUJTUJDXPSL
"TBOFEVDBUFECJPMPHJTUBOEUFBDIFS
GPSEBODFJNQSPWJTBUJPO "OESFB,FJ[
IBTCFFOXPSLJOHJOUIFçFMEPGWJEFP
documentation of contemporary dance
TJODF#FTJEFTDPMMBCPSBUJOHXJUI
several artists, she is advising students in
EPDVNFOUBUJPO #FSMJO 'SBOLGVSU.BJO 
and offering workshops in video/dance
BOEQFSDFQUJPO
IUUQXXXJEPDEFOFUJEPDT

4BUVSEBZ

:PVS0XO#FTU5FBDIFS
4VTBOOF#FOUMFZ 64
"TIPSU JOUFSBDUJWFQSFTFOUBUJPOCBTFE
on the Impulstanz workshop (22-26 July):
TIBSJOHTOBQTIPUTPGDPOUFOUDPODFQUT
In dance we are generally thought, and
taught, to ‘train’ ourselves and others:
exchanging information to perform our
TQFDJBMJTFEBDUJWJUZ8IBUJGXFBMTP
worked to ‘educate’ in the Latin sense
8

of the word ‘educere’: to draw out their
potential, to create thinking, inspired and
FNQPXFSFEEBODFST
4VTBOOF#FOUMFZ #&/; JTBDPOUFNQP4VTBOOF#FOUMFZ
rary dancer, improvisor, teacher, coach
& choreographer, working with others or
on her own projects in New Zealand &
&VSPQF4JODFTIFIBTDSFBUFEIFS
own works with movement, sound & text
DIPSFPHSBQIFEPSJNQSPWJTFE4IFJTB
founding member of the improvisation
group SoloConversations Dance CollecUJWFTJODF4IFJTBMTPBRVBMJçFE
life coach with Consciousness Coaching,
BOEPGGFSTBSUJTUJDNFOUPSJOH
IUUQXXXJEPDEFOFUJEPDT

4BUVSEBZr
4BUVSEBZr

Postconsensual
DPMMBCPSBUJPO"TIBSFE
lecture on plurality and
the
andchoreographic
the choreographic
MBSJFMMB(SFJM
MBSJFMMB(SFJM "5
"5 BOE
BOE
.BSUJOB3VITBN
.BSUJOB3VITBN "5
"5
This lecture aims at giving insights into
TQFDJçDDPMMBCPSBUJWFNFUIPETUIBUXFSF
developed in the frame of choreographic
projects – such as the method of reformuMBUJPO PGUIF"SUJTUXJOEFVGFSU QMJTDILF
or the experiment of working together
alone of the Cooperativa performativa in
3VNBOJB5IFZUPVDIVQPO(FTB;JFNFSmT
concept of complicity and the issue of
self-organisation and put their thoughts
in relation to their own artistic practices
and collaborative experiences as members of two distinct collaborative platforms “Sweet and tender collaborations”


BOEo,PMMBCPSBUFVSFp
Mariella Greil is a choreographer, performer, researcher, currently working on
IFS1"31I%BU3PFIBNQUPO6OJWFSTJUZ
-POEPO4IFJOJUJBUFEMBCTrSFDFOUMZBU
1SJTNB'PSVN.FYJDPrBOEJT"TTPDJated Researcher of Performance Matters
IPTUFECZ-JWF"SU%FWFMPQNFOU"HFODZ 
(PMETNJUIBOE3PFIBNQUPO.BSJFMMBJT
part of the artists-driven initiative sweet
BOEUFOEFSDPMMBCPSBUJPOT
XXXNBSJFMMBHSFJMOFU
XXXTXFFUBOEUFOEFSPSH
Martina Ruhsam is a choreographer,
QFSGPSNFSBOEXSJUFS4IFXBTXPSLJOH
at Tanzquartier Wien and is the author of
the book “Kollaborative Praxis: Choreographie”, that was published by Turia +
,BOU)FSBSUJTUJDQSPKFDUTBSFEFWFMPQFE
JODPMMBCPSBUJPOXJUI7MBEP(3FQOJL
intertwining live-performance and
çMN*OTIFQBSUJDJQBUFEJOUIF
QFSGPSNBODFQSPKFDUo,PMMBCPSBUFVSFp
IUUQXXXJEPDEFOFUJEPDT

4BUVSEBZr
4BUVSEBZr

"$POWFSTBUJPO
Teaching of dance
in the changing society
Pia Lindy
Lindy (FI)
(FI) and Elina Ikonen (FI)
Pia
and Elina Ikonen (FI)
How do the practices in the teaching of
How dochange
the practices
in the teaching
dance
in the changing
societyof
dancethe
change
in view
the changing
society
from
point of
of sociology
of
from the point
of view
of sociology
of edueducation,
social
pedagogy
and sociolcation, social pedagogy
and sociology of
PHZPGEBODFBSU
)PXBSFUIFDIBOHFT
EBODFBSU )PXBSFUIFDIBOHFTFNCPE- 
FNCPEJFEJOUIFFEVDBUJPOBOEQSBDUJDF
'PS
-JFEJOUIFFEVDBUJPOBOEQSBDUJDF
For example when thinking of expectaexample when thinking of expecta
UJPOTPGIPXTUVEZJOHTIPVMECF8IBUJT

LOPXMFEHFPSBTLJMM 8FIBWFQSFQBSFE
a set of questions and some examples, to
PQFOVQPVSDPOWFSTBUJPO
Elina Ikonen is a director of ISLO
Education in Dance and Somatics in JoenTVV 'JOMBOE4IFJTBUFBDIFSEBODFNPWFment therapist/work supervisor/Trager
practitioner and social welfare worker and
combines these approaches in constructive
QFEBHPHZJOBEVMUFEVDBUJPO
Pia Lindy is a freelance dancer/choreographer/teacher and writer focusing
on improvisation and process-oriented
approaches to working, teaching and
performing, and on operating in various
FOWJSPONFOUTDPOUFYUT#PUIBSFUFBDIJOH
at ISLO Education in Dance and SomatJDTJO+PFOTVV 'JOMBOE
IUUQXXXJEPDEFOFUJEPDT

4BUVSEBZr

"DRVJSJOHLJOFUJD
knowledge - thoughts
on theory and practice
of artistic research in
educational processes
Key note by .JDIBFM8JNNFS "5
Working as director of Educult and the
"VTUSJBO$VMUVSBM4FSWJDF ±,4 GPS
many years and with a background as
music educator and political scientist,
Michael Wimmer gained comprehensive
experiences in the cooperation between
UIFBSUT DVMUVSFBOEFEVDBUJPO)FJTB
MFDUVSFSBUUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG"QQMJFE"SUT
Vienna and at the Institute for Theatre
BOE.FEJB4UVEJFT 7JFOOB6OJWFSTJUZ

)FJTBDPOTVMUBOUPGUIF"VTUSJBO.JOJTtry for Education, Culture and consultant
of the Council of Europe, the UNESCO
BOEUIF&VSPQFBO$PNNJTTJPO

4BUVSEBZr

)PXUPEBODFUPEBZ 
"QBOFMEJTDVTTJPO
Moderator: .JDIBFM8JNNFS "5
1BOFMJTUT4FCOFN"LTFN
Panelists:
4FCOFN"LTFN 53 
,JSTUZ"MFYBOEFS 6, &WB,BSD[BH /-
HU), Rick Nodine (US)
1SPG4FCOFN"LTBO
is a pioneer in
1SPG4FCOFN"LTBOJTBQJPOFFSJO
establishing comprehensive and creative
EBODFFEVDBUJPOJO5VSLFZ'PMMPXJOH
IFSFEVDBUJPOJO"SUT&EVDBUJPOBM4DIPPM
JO-POEPO  BOE+VJMMJBSE4DIPPM
JO/:$  XIFSFTIFEFWFMPQFE
IFSWJTJPOBOEEFçOFEIFSNJTTJPOGPSUIF
GVUVSFPGEBODF TIFGPVOEFEUIF#BMMFU
%FQBSUNFOU  BOE.PEFSO%BODF
#SBODI  PGUIF.4(4·4UBUF
$POTFSWBUPSZJO*TUBOCVM
,JSTUZ"MFYBOEFS
JTBDFSUJçFEUFBDIFSPG
,JSTUZ"MFYBOEFSJTBDFSUJçFEUFBDIFSPG
Skinner Releasing Technique and has
been Head of Undergraduate Studies at
-BCBO "TTJTUBOU%JSFDUPSPG-POEPO$POtemporary Dance School and is now higher
FEVDBUJPOBEWJTPSUP*OEFQFOEFOU%BODF
She is currently funded by the University of
Stirling Laboratory for Educational Theory
to theorise the unfolding of subjectivity
from a kinaesthetic perspective with a
view to thinking anew about education’s
QVSQPTF,JSTUZJT"TTPDJBUF&EJUPSPGUIF
+PVSOBMPG%BODFBOE4PNBUJD1SBDUJDFT
Eva Karczag is an independent dance
BSUJTU4JODFUIFFBSMZTTIFQSBDUJDFT 
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teaches, and advocates explorative
methods of dance making, utilizing
TPNBUJDNFUIPET4IFXBTBNFNCFSPG
UIF5SJTIB#SPXO%BODF$PNQBOZ BOE
on the faculty of the European Dance
%FWFMPQNFOU$FOUFS &%%$ "SOIFN 
5IF/FUIFSMBOET
Rick Nodine"GUFSXPSLJOHBTBEBODFS
JOUIFnT3JDLCFDBNFB-FDUVSFSJO
Choreography and Improvisation at
London Contemporary Dance School in
)FIBTCFFONBLJOHDIPSFPHSBQIJD
and improvised performance work for
ZFBST
Michael Wimmer (see keynote)

4BUVSEBZr

The Values of Practice
and the Practice
PG7BMVFT"MJWF
documentation of
structuring curriculum
in Higher Education
,JSTUZ"MFYBOEFS (# , Charlotte
%BSCZTIJSF (# )FOSJFUUB)BMF (# 
,BUIZ$SJDL (# -BVSB(MBTFS $)
5IJTFYQFSJFOUJBMQSFTFOUBUJPOSFèFDUTPO
the experience of developing an integrated approach to technical and creative
study within a dance conservatoire setUJOHJOUIFIJHIFSFEVDBUJPOTFDUPS
5IFEJTDVTTJPOJTTQFDJçDBMMZGPDVTTFE
BSPVOEXPSLJOHXJUIçSTUZFBSTUVEFOUT
JOUIFJSçSTUUFSNUPFYQMPSFUIFBDUPG
dancing as an experience of research
BOEDSFBUJWJUZ
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,JSTUZ"MFYBOEFS (biography: see panel
oIPXUPEBODFUPEBZ p
Charlotte Darbyshire is an independent
EBODFBSUJTU OPXMJWJOHJO'SBODF4IF
was a founding member of CandoCo
Dance Company and was instrumental
in the development of their integrated
FEVDBUJPOQSPHSBNNF4IFQFSGPSNFE
XJUIUIFN r CFGPSFGSFF
MBODJOHBOENBLJOHIFSPXOXPSL4IF
taught at Laban (2001 – 2011) and is now
UIF6,mNFOUPSnGPSUIF*%0$%&QSPKFDU
Henrietta Hale is a dance-maker,
performer and teacher working in theatre,
OPOUSBEJUJPOBMTJUFTBOEJOTUBMMBUJPOT4IF
is co-director of Dog Kennel Hill Project,
a performance and research collective
BOETIFUFBDIFTSFHVMBSMZBDSPTTUIF#"
QSPHSBNNFBU5SJOJUZ-BCBO
Laura Glaser is Suisse but has been based
in London since her dance studies at
-BCBOJO4IFUBVHIU&YQFSJFOUJBM
"OBUPNZJOUP$POUFNQPSBSZ5FDIOJRVF
at Laban until 2012 and now works as
a freelance movement teacher for both
QSPGFTTJPOBMEBODFSTBOEOPOEBODFST
-BVSBBMTPIPMETB."EFHSFFJO%BODF
GSPN$IJDIFTUFS6OJWFSTJUZ  
Kathy Crick studied Theatre at Dartington
$PMMFHFPG"SUT4IFUFBDIFT$POUBDU
Improvisation (CI), Choreography and
Performance at Trinity Laban Conservatoire and has contributed to many Dance
BOE1FSGPSNJOH"SUTQSPHSBNNFTJO
)JHIFS&EVDBUJPOJOUIF6,4IFJTB
member of SOFt, a collective of artists
with a mutual curiosity for exploring
ensemble performance, CI and improvised
NVTJDBOEJTDVSSFOUMZTUVEZJOHGPSBO."
JO%BODFBOE4PNBUJD8FMM#FJOHBUUIF

6OJWFSTJUZPG$FOUSBM-BODBTIJSF
IUUQXXXJEPDEFOFUJEPDT

4BUVSEBZr

Save our spines!
The Critical Importance
PG4JEF#FOEJOH
#Z'SFZ'BVTUrepresented
#ZFrey Faust - represented by:
Matthew Smith (NZ)
The anatomy, mechanics and relevance
of clinically understood properties of
the spine for movement education and
SFIBCJMJUBUJPO&YDFSQUGSPN5IF"YJT
Syllabus Human Movement Lexicon and
3FGFSFODF4ZTUFNqSE&EJUJPO
Frey Faust is a 52 year old veteran of the
NY contemporary dance scene, with a
strong European renomee and interconUJOFOUBMUPVSJOHDJSDVJU)JTGPDVTGPSUIF
last 20 years has shifted to the educational value of applied science in the arts,
with emphasis on anatomy, physics, asQFDUTPGTPDJPMPHZBOEDPHOJUJWFTDJFODF
IUUQXXXJEPDEFOFUJEPDT

4BUVSEBZ

co-create a class by using excerpts, ideas
and fragments of idocs with the topics
oBXBSFOFTTp oQFSDFQUJPOp oTJUFTQFDJçDp 
oFYQFSJFOUJBMpBOEoTFOTBUJPOTp#ZUPVDIJOHOVNFSPVTJEPDT+FOOZBOE"OUPJOF
UBLFUIFDIBMMFOHFUPçOEUIFDPNCJOBtions and connecting points of seemingly
WFSZEJGGFSFOUBQQSPBDIFT
"OUPJOF&GGSPZçOJTIFEIJTEBODFTUVE"OUPJOF&GGSPZ çOJTIFEIJTEBODFTUVEJFTBUUIF$/%$En"OHFST4JODF
IFJTDPDIPSFPHSBQIJOHXJUI"OOF
Rudelbach projects at Kampnagel HamCVSH$VSSFOUMZIFJTUFBDIJOHJOBUIFBUFS
school and collaborates as a dancer with
the kainkollektiv, Gudrun Lange and
+FOOZ#FZFS)FJTJOUFSFTUFEJOUIFSFMBtion of performer and place as well as in
QSFDJTJPOBOEEFDJTJPOTJOJNQSPWJTBUJPO
+FOOZ#FZFSTUVEJFEBUUIF)BNCVSH
+FOOZ#FZFSstudied at the Hamburg
#BMMFU4DIPPMBOEUIF3PUUFSEBN%BODF
"DBEFNZ4IFXBTDIPSFPHSBQIFSJO
residence at K3-Center for ChoreograQIZ5BO[QMBO)BNCVSHJO)FS
choreographical work has been shown
internationally at festivals such as Spring
%BODFBOE*NQVMTUBO[TIFJOJUJBUFE
the meeting “Treffen Total” a cooperation of sweet & tender collaborations and
K3-Center for Choreography/Tanzplan
)BNCVSH
IUUQCFZKFOOZIPUHMVFNF

"--3FDZDMJOHDMBTT
-FECZ+FOOZ#FZFS
Led by +FOOZ#FZFS %& BOE
BOE"OUPJOF
"OUPJOF&GGSPZ
Effroy (DE)
%&
0OMZçWFQFSDFOUPGUIFVOJWFSTFDPOTJTUT
PGNBUUFSUIBUJTLOPXOUPVT-FUnTUSZUP
NPWFJOUPUIFVOLOPXO8JUIUIFJS
MBTUTIBSFEQSPKFDUo"--pBTBTUBSUJOH
QPJOU+FOOZ#FZFSBOE"OUPJOF&GGSPZXJMM
dig deep into the world of idocde and
12
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Visual Layers and
Layers of Perception

101 - a tryout

IDOCDE reception
BUUIF,"4*/0".
4$)8"3;&/#&3(1-"5; followed by
Ivo Dimtchev’s
performance “Fest”
BU

/JDJ3VUSFDIU "5

-BVSFOU;JFHMFS "5
8IBUJTBOPCTFSWFS 8IBUEPFTJUNFBO
to stay outside an ongoing process or to
HFUJOWPMWFE 8IFOEPFTPCTFSWBUJPO
shift to intrusion, what are the overall
intentions and the consequences for
UIPTFJOWPMWFE 5IJTXPSLTIPQGPDVTFE
on recording devices such as photo and
video cameras aims to experiment and
explore new angles on how we perceive BOESFDPSEUIFXPSMEBSPVOEVT8FXJMM
use our own technical equipment and
work individually and in small groups, to
FYQMPSFTQBUJBMTFUUJOHTBOEQSPDFTTFT
Laurent Ziegler was born in Vienna in
BOETUVEJFEDPOUFNQPSBSZEBODFBU
4QJSBM<F>JO7JFOOB)FUFBDIFTUPEEMFST
and youngsters (Tanzwerkstatt Wien,
Impulstanz Wien) and works as a freelance photographer with a focus on dance
BOEUIFQFSGPSNJOHBSUT-BVSFOUTFFLT
exchanges with dancers and media artists at the interface between performance
BOEEPDVNFUBUJPO
IUUQXXXJEPDEFOFUJEPDT
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oBUSZPVUpJTBOFYQFSJNFOU*UnT
BCPVUQMBZJOH MJGFBOEBSU8IFOZPV
enter the space, take an instruction sheet
BOEBHBNFTIFFU:PVDBOCFBQMBZFS B
TQFDUBUPSPSCPUI)BWJOHGVO FOKPZJOH
confusion, taking decisions, extending
borders, experiencing utter chaos and
TUSVDUVSF"MMUIJTBOENPSF DPVMECF
ZPVST$PNFBOEKPJO

"N4DIXBS[FOCFSHQMBU[
1010 Vienna

Nici Rutrecht is a choreographer/dancer/
performer with degrees in sports/
german philology/ Feldenkrais and
gives classes in contemporary dance and
'FMEFOLSBJT4IFXPSLFEGPS.JMMJ#JUUFSMJ 
0MFH4PVMJNFOLP 8JMMJ%PSOFS #PSJT
Charmatz, Davis Freeman and others, got
several choreographic residencies and
QFSGPSNFEUPVSFEIFSPXOXPSLo.*p 
o.*p o1IÑOJYp o.*pBOEo5BQFE
7FSTJPOPG)BQQJOFTTp)FSDVSSFOUJOUFSest is the connection and blurring of art
BOEEBJMZMJGF
IUUQXXXJEPDEFOFUJEPDT
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'3*%":
STUDIO A

4"563%":

STUDIO B

STUDIO C

STUDIO A

18:00

WELCOME



18:15

Greetings & Orientation



18:30

%PDVNFOUJOH8IBU IPXBOEXIZ 
Defne Erdur



Documentation as a practice
Panel discussion
Moderator: Gitta Wigro
Panelists: Ingo Diehl
Laura Karreman
"OESFB,FJ[
"OPVL-MBVSFOT
Rio Rutzinger

10:00






20:00
20:15

STUDIO B

STUDIO C

STUDIO D


:PVS#PEZ
My Landscape

10:15
10:30


Documentation
Potluck

11:00

Defne Erdur

3PPTWBO#FSLFM
(ZVMB#FSHFS

11:15

21:00

Happy Coccyx + Dancing
(ZVMB#FSHFS
3PPTWBO#FSLFM
Hélena Hrotkó

21:15

Open Space (Move & Talk)

12:15

Experimental
"OBUPNZ*OUP
Sharing the
Dance

Myofascial research
& Chi kung

+BO#VSLIBSEU

3PCJO#FSLFMNBOT

Your own best teacher
4VTBOOF#FOUMFZ

Postconsensual
Collaboration
Mariella Greil
Martina Ruhsam


13:00

STUDIO A




STUDIO B

STUDIO C

STUDIO D

13:30
STUDIO 1

STUDIO 2

Open Space

Warm-up class:
To let go and
begin again
"OESFB#VDLMFZ

ENTRANCE



Meeting Point
Installation
Performance
Krisztina Ferencz





10:00

Lost and Found
in Translation
,BUIFSJOB#BVFS
Kerstin Kussmaul
MaRia Probst
Mariella Greil
Sabina Holzer

10:15
10:30

11:00

Improvisation
conversation
Dorka Farkas

Study lesson
Maja Delak
Nina Mesko
Petra Pikalo
"OESFKB,PQDË

15:15
15:30

16:00

11:15

16:15
16:30





12:00



12:15


18:00

Treasure hunt
Exchange &
Lunch

13:15

18:15

Values of practice Save our spines
and practice
Matthew Smith
of values
,JSTUZ"MFYBOEFS
Charlotte Darbyshire
Laura Glaser
Kathryn Crick
Henrietta Hale

Interview Room:
Sit and talk
"--3FDZDMJOHDMBTT
"OB4UFHOBS
+FOOZ#FZFSBOE
%PVHMBT#FDLFS
"OUPJOF&GGSPZ
Louise Chardon

18:30

13:30







Lunch break









"USZPVU
Nici Rutrecht




15:15

Visual layers
and layers of
perception
Laurent Ziegler




13:00

15:30

Open Space



Treasure hunt
Informative play
with the website

12:30

"DRVJSJOHLJOFUJD
LOPXMFEHF
Michael Wimmer
How to dance today
Panel discussion:
4FCOFN"LTBO 
,JSTUZ"MFYBOEFS 
Eva Karczag, Rick
/PEJOF.PEFSBUPS
Michael Wimmer

15:00

Dance to Idocde 1
WJEFP XPSLèPX 
technical support
*ÌBLJ"[QJMMBHB
John Taylor
Martin Streit

11:30

15:00

Lunch break
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"$POWFSTBUJPO
Teaching of dance
in the changing
society
Pia Lindy and
Elina Ikonen

13:15

46/%":

Interview Room:
Sit and talk
"OB4UFHOBS
%PVHMBT#FDLFS
Louise Chardon

12:00
12:30

23:00

DANCEWEB

"OESFB,FJ[





STUDIO 2

Documentation as
artistic research

11:30

20:30

STUDIO 1

Open Space

Warm-up class:
#SFBUIJOHZPVSXBZ
GSPNèPPSUPTUBOEing Lauren Potter

Documentation à
l’ancienne
*ÌBLJ"[QJMMBHB

Open Space


16:00

Discovering the
Voice Recorder
Hélena Hrótko

Dance to Idocde 2
WJEFP XPSLèPX 
technical support
*ÌBLJ"[QJMMBHB
John Taylor
Martin Streit

Meeting Point
Installation
Performance
Krisztina Ferencz

20:00
20:15
20:30

21:00

*%0$%&o3FDFQUJPO1FSGPSNBODFp,BTJOPBNSchwarzenbergplatz

21:15

16:15
16:30
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18:00

IDOCDE Circle

Cadavre Exquis
Chinese Whispers
$-VUFT $-J-J 
&:PVUDJ -'BHVFS 
--FHVFU 
4(FSBSE 
:3JB[BOPGG 
$1FSSPVE

21:30

22:00
22:15
22:30

23:00

"C6ISo*%0$%&1BSUZpBUUIF*N1VMT5BO['FTUJWBM-PVOHF!#VSHUIFBUFS



#3*$,#6*-%*/(

F

Showers

E
D

4VOEBZr

B

C
$"'É

Ground Floor
Studio "
Studio #
Studio C
Studio D
Studio E
Studio F
EBODF8&#TQBDF

A

41"$&

Showers

Guarded
Wardrobe

Showers

Dressing room

Lost and found in
translation
Guarded wardrobe
Showers
Dressing rooms

4VOEBZr

To let go and
Begin again
"NJOXBSNVQDMBTTCZ
Andrea Buckley (GB)
We will begin by zooming into the landTDBQFPGPVSPXOCPEJFTd"TBGPDVTUP
help us map and organize ourselves we
will spend time learning and unlearning
our habitual ways of moving through mini
micro explorations of ‘Self, Other, Time
BOE4QBDFn"TBXBZUPEFWFMPQBXBLFfulness in gently letting go to begin again
and to encourage a readiness in the intelMJHFODFPGUIFQFSDFJWJOHNPWJOHCPEZ

.*/5#6*-%*/G

FIRST FLOOR

GROUND
FLOOR

Surf
Stations

Workshop
Office

First Floor
Surf Stations
Video Library

Video Library

Ground Floor
Workshop Office
Ticket Office
Studio 1
Studio 2

1

#BTFNFOU

2

#BTFNFOU
Studio 3
4UVEJP
#PEZ8PSk
Surf Stations

Ticket Office

#"4&.&/5

#"4&.&/52

3

#PEZ8PSk

4

Surf Station

."10'"3&"

CAFÉ
MINT
#6*-%*/(
&/53"/$&
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Andrea BuckleyJTBDFSUJçFE3PMGFSBOE
an independent dance artist, performing
teaching and creating work within the
6,BOEBCSPBE)FSXPSLJTJOGPSNFECZ
20 years of practice, working with Kirstie
Simson, Nancy Stark Smith, Lisa Nelson
BOE%FCPSBI)BZBMPOHXJUINBOZPUIFST
drawing upon an extensive range of improvisation and contact skills to develop
an awareness of the moving body and
DPNQPTJUJPO4IFJTDVSSFOUMZXPSLJOHJO
collaboration with Siobhan Davies Dance
BTBEBODFBSUJTUDSFBUJOHBOFXXPSL
http://www.idocde.net/idocs/511

Composing experience or how experience
is composing us by SOMEX GROUP (AT)
The project explores translation processes between moving/writing/perceivJOH5IFLFZJOUFSFTUJTUPNBLFTPNBUJD
experiences accessible for people who
EPOnUTIBSFUIFFYQFSJFODFBTNPWFST
What methods of translation are needed
UPBDIJFWFUIJT *UXJMMCFBOFYQFSJNFOUBM
setting intersecting teaching and perGPSNJOH"MMQBSUJDJQBOUTXJMMCFBDUJWF 
touching, being touched, moving, being
moved, described, inscribed, researching
BSUJDVMBUJPOT
SOMEX GROUP Meets regularly since
JO7JFOOBGPSUSBJOJOHBOESFTFBSDI
It is a group of dance/movement artists
and educators who also are well versed
JOWBSJPVTTPNBUJDNFUIPET5IFHPBM
is to reach more awareness, creative
expression, dynamic balance and opUJPOTUISPVHIBOFEVDBUJPOJONPWFNFOU
The SOMEX GROUP is a peer group
with changing foci, between somatics,
pedagogics and artistic projects and the
JOUFSGBDFTJOCFUXFFO$VSSFOU40.&9
NFNCFST,BUIFSJOB#BVFS .BSJFMMB
Greil, Sabina Holzer, Kerstin Kussmaul,
.B3JB1SPCTU
http://www.idocde.net/idocs/469

CAFÉ

#3*$,#6*-%*/(
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Sunday 10:00 – 12:00 & 15:00 – 18:00

Meeting point

Open Space

Installation Performance by
Krisztina Ferencz (HU)

Facilitated by Stephanie Maher
(see Bulletin Board for details)

Improvising teaching
Improvisation –
discussion and practice

Dance to Idocde
(Video 1 & 2)

The “Meeting point” installation performance is created for presenting ourselves
and sharing commonalities and differFODFT
The edges of the performance space are
marked and consist of three signboards
XJUIXSJUUFOTUBUFNFOUTPOFBDI8IFO
one of the statements is true for the
person, they can enter and move, dance,
relate to the written statements, be moved
and compose in any way alone or with
others, or just be there for a while, then
MFBWF4UBUFNFOUTXJMMCFQSFXSJUUFOCVU
anyone can make up new ones on the
TQPUBOEQMBDFJUPOPOFPGUIFCPBSET
The performance is an on-going invitation to be present, to meet, to get to know
each other in various ways in the installaUJPOTQBDF
Krisztina Ferencz is a performer and
EBODFUFBDIFS4IFXBTBNFNCFSPG
the Teatr Wizji i Ruchu Lublin, Poland
JO4IFPCUBJOFEIFSEFHSFF
JOEBODFBUUIF"SU&; GPSNBM&%%$ JO
UIF/FUIFSMBOETJO4IFIBTCFFO
a founder of the group Filter PerforNBODF*OTIFHBJOFEIFS."BUUIF
)VOHBSJBO%BODF"DBEFNZJOUFBDIJOH
EBODF"UQSFTFOUTIFXPSLTBTEBODF
teacher in a theater school, and she is a
NFNCFSPGUIF"SUVT4UVEJP XIFSFTIF
creates, performs and collaborates with
EJGGFSFOUBSUJTUT
http://www.idocde.net/idocs/493



Dorka Farkas (HU)

Martin Streit (DE), John Taylor (NL)
& Inaki Azpillaga (BE)

4VOEBZr

Presentation and
experience of the
construction of »study
lesson of contemporary
dance«
Study Lesson will be presented by Maja
Delak, Andreja Kopac, Nina Meško, Petra
Pikalo (Si) invited to IDOCDE by Emanat.
5IFZBSFBMMBDUJWFJOUIFçFMEPG4MPWFnian contemporary dance as performers,
choreographers, pedagogues, dramaUVSHFPSQVCMJDJTUTJODFFBSMZOJOFUJFT
#JPHSBQIJFTPGBMMUFBDIFSTBWBJMBCMFBU
XXXJEPDEFOFU
The format of the dance lesson is conceived as a set of dance contents of
EJGGFSFOUTDPQFT1SFTFOUBUJPOGPSNBUT
include both practical demonstrations
and theoretical insights into contempoSBSZEBODFJOUIFGPSNPGoUPPMTGPSVTFp
»Study Lesson of Contemporary Dance«
will be presented by four dance teachers
who are still in the process of constructJOHJU"GUFSQSFTFOUBUJPOUIFSFXJMMCF
PQFOEJTDVTTJPO
http://www.idocde.net/idocs/479

I would like to initiate a dialogue on the
topic of teaching improvisation and on imQSPWJTBUJPOJUTFMG*TJUBVUIFOUJDUPUFBDI
*NQSPWJTBUJPOGVMMZQMBOOFE 0SXIBU
JGZPVUBLFBSJTL 8IBUJGZPVPOMZSFMZ
POXIBUJTSJHIUUIFSF JOUIFDMBTTSPPN 
"OEUPDPOUJOVF)PXUPEPDVNFOU PS
SFDPSEUIJTLJOEPGUFBDIJOHQSPDFTT 
Does the documentation of it need tighter
GSBNJOH *XPVMEMJLFUPPGGFSBTUSVDUVSF
for ‘a class’ to start with, where we shall
exchange thoughts about our experiences
regarding this issue, then have a nonverbal (moving - dancing) part and a discusTJPOBHBJOUPDMPTFPVSTFTTJPO

Presentation and hands-on tutorial sesTJPOPOXPSLèPX GSPNSBXWJEFPNBUFSJBM
through editing to published video on
JEPDEFOFU'VOEBNFOUBMTPGDBNFSBXPSL
BOEXPSLèPXTFUVQDBNFSBSFDPSEJOHUSBOTGFSUPDPNQVUFS0QFOGPSVN
for troubleshooting technical computer
QSPCMFNT

Dorka Farkas is a dancer, freelance
NPWFNFOUUFBDIFS JNQSPWJTFS4IFIBT
been practicing contact improvisation,
improvisation, butoh, and studied budEIJTN4IFHJWFTDSFBUJWFEBODFBOE)BUIBZPHBDMBTTFTPOBSFHVMBSCBTJT4IFJT
BNFNCFSPG$P5¼ODF¼OJBBOEUFBDIFT
body awareness for visually impaired
BOECMJOEQFPQMF%PSLBJTBMTPJOWPMWFE
in multidisciplinary art and community
dance projects, where music, movement,
visual arts can nourish each other and the
BSUJTUTQBSUJDJQBOUT
http://www.idocde.net/idocs/483

John Taylor is a dancer, teacher and choSFPHSBQIFSCBTFEJO"NTUFSEBN)FIBT
trained in website development and video
FEJUJOH8IJMFUIJTJTOPUIJTQSBDUJDFJU
IBTCFFOBOJOUFSFTUGPSTPNFZFBST)FJT
busy with the overlap and implementation
of these tools in dance education and the
place that they have in the future career
EFWFMPQNFOUPGEBODFBSUJTUT

Iñaki Azpillaga is a dance teacher and
DIPSFPHSBQIJDBTTJTUBOUCBTFEJO#SVTTFMT)FIBTBLFFOJOUFSFTUJOMFBSOJOH
how video, sound, drawings, paper and
skin can get transferred into computer
MBOHVBHF

Martin Streit is a media producer and
researcher based near Frankfurt am
.BJO (FSNBOZ)FIBTUBVHIUTNBMM
XPSLTIPQTJOUIFGSBNFPG.PUJPO#BOL
"TBOBDUJWFNFNCFSPGGSBOLEBODFTPSH
ID_Frankfurt he discusses related topics
(dance, performance, media, technology)
and collaborates with artists from the
JOEFQFOEFOUTDFOF
http://www.idocde.net/idocs/488
20
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Treasure Hunt
IDOCDE website presentation
"OJOGPSNBUJWFBOEQMBZGVMFWFOUXIFSF
the IDOCDE website will be introduced,
its basic function and use will be exQMBJOFECZBOJOWJUFEHVFTU"GUFSUIBU
a 60 minutes time will be given to all
participants to work in small groups and
QMBZ TVSG çOEPVUXIBUJTPOUIFTJUF HFU
UPLOPXJU"/%TFBSDIGPSBQBSUJDVMBS
IJEEFOJOGPSNBUJPOBc53&"463&p
During that hour guidance and help will
CFQSPWJEFE5PçOJTIUIFFWFOUBMMBSF
HPJOHUPHBUIFSBOETFFJGUIF53&"463&
IBTCFFOGPVOE*GZFT BMPUUFSZXJOXJMM
bring these 2 hours into a closing!
http://www.idocde.net/idocs/518
Facilitated by Maja Delak, Eszter Gal
BOEBTVSQSJTFHVFTU
Eszter Gál )"EBODFS UFBDIFS DIPSFographer, working at theTheater and Film
6OJWFSTJUZJO#VEBQFTU4IFJTUIFBSUJTUJD
EJSFDUPSPG,POUBLU#VEBQFTU4UVEJPBOE
the annual International Improvisation
'FTUJWBMJO#VEBQFTU4IFJTBDFSUJçFE
4LJOOFS3FMFBTJOH5FDIOJRVFUFBDIFS
She has been teaching, performing, collaborating in International performance
projects and festivals in Europe, Russia
BOEJOUIF64TJODF

with methodologies of contemporary art
BOEEBODF.BKB%FMBLFTUBCMJTIFEJOTUJUVUF&."/"5 GPDVTTJOHPOQFSGPSNBODF
production, a book program and educaUJPO4IFXPOUIF1SFvFSFO'VOE"XBSE 
UIFIJHIFTUSFDPHOJUJPOJOUIFçFMEPGBSU
JO4MPWFOJB

4VOEBZr

Documentation á
l’ancienne
by Iñaki Azpillaga (BE)
Performance event about documenting
dance teaching or performing by means
PGTDVMQUJOH5IFFWFOUXBOUTUPCFQBSU
of any performance event supported by
TPVOESFDPSEJOH
4DVMQUJOHmBMBOPOçOJUPn*OTQJSBUJPO
and extraction of the documentable
DPOUFOUT
- Loading the document piece up to a
computer and to shuttle it to the Idocde
QBHFJOUIFXFCTQBDF
- How to print it or scan it…, the challenge
of digitalizing the stone piece…
Iñaki Azpillaga please refer to Dancing
to IDOCDE for CV
http://www.idocde.net/idocs/491

4VOEBZr
Maja Delak studied contemporary dance
BU$/%$-n&TRVJTTFJO"OHFST 'SBODF
She was a member of the group En-Knap,
and a program leader of the realization of
a high school program for contemporary
EBODF JO-KVCMKBOB*OIFSXPSL .BKB
Delak has delved into an anchorage of
the author’s dance poetics while dealing
21

Discovering the
Voice recorder
Heléna Hrotkó (HU)
During this session we will discover how
to document an inner dialogue with the
WPJDFSFDPSEFS)PXDBOUIJTUPPMIFMQ

us to create a close relationship with
ourselves by documenting the body story
PGBTVSQSJTFUPQJD 
Your journey begins by picking a piece
of paper with a body part written on it,
which will become the topic of your “jourOFZpBOESFDPSEJOH:PVDBOEJTDPWFSUIF
usage of the voice recorder while taking
a walk and by speaking out loud what
DPNFTVQBTZPVDPOOFDUUPZPVSCPEZ
"GUFSçOJTIJOHZPVSSFDPSEJOH XIJMF
walking back, you can recall your pathXBZCZMJTUFOJOHUPZPVSEPDVNFOUBUJPO
"UUIFFOEPGUIFTFTTJPOXFXJMMDPNF
together and have a common sharing
BCPVUPVSFYQFSJFODFT%POnUGPSHFUUP
bring your recorder!

subject creating a physical patchwork of
5 minute proposals around one or more
topics at a time, for example: time, space
or weight (or science or traditional dance
PSDPXTd 
You can participate as a ‘student’ (simply
taking the class) or as a ‘student &
teacher’ (both taking class and teaching
BQPSUJPOPGUIFDMBTT #FGPSFZPVUFBDI
ZPVNVTUMFBWFUIFSPPNBOELFFQUJNF
You enter the room 30 seconds before
you begin teaching your proposal without
interruption/rupture of the previous
QSPQPTJUJPO5IFSFTIPVMECFBTFOTJUJWJUZ
to the proposition that already exists in
UIFSPPN
http://www.idocde.net/idocs/497

Heléna Hrotkó Please refer to
‘Happy coccyx’ for CV
http://www.idocde.net/idocs/481

4VOEBZr

4VOEBZr

4VOEBZr

Cadavre Exquis /
Chinese Whispers

IDOCDE party at
the ImPulsTanz festival
lounge

Led by a group of teachers in France
JOWJUFEUP*%0$%&CZ-F1BDJçRVF]
$%$(SFOPCMF5IFZBSFYoutci
Erdos, Laura Faguer, Laure Leguet,
Yves Riazanoff, Sophie Gérard, Céline
Perroud and Clint Lutes5IFQSPQPTJUJPO
XJMMCFMFECZ$MJOU-VUFTXIPJTBO"NFSJcan dancer, choreographer and teacher
CBTFEJO(SFOPCMF#JPHSBQIJFTPGBMM
teachers available at www.idocde.net

IDOCDE circle

location:
#VSHUIFBUFS 6OJWFSTJU¿UTSJOH 
1010 Wien

Exquisite corpse, also known as exquisite
cadaver (from the original French term
cadavre exquis) or rotating corpse is a
way to offer different approaches to any
22

The symposium preparation group:
*ÌBLJ"[QJMMBHB #& +BO#VSLIBSEU %&
$IBSMPUUF%BSCZTIJSF (# &T[UFS(BM
(HU), Tatiana Galleau (FR), Kerstin
,VTTNBVM "5 1FUFS1MFZFS %& 3JP
3VU[JOHFS "5 
Mentors:
Charlotte Darbyshire, Defne Erdur, Eszter
(¼M (JMM$MBSLF *ÌBLJ"[QJMMBHB +BO
#VSLIBSEU +PIO5BZMPS ,FSTUJO,VTTNBVM 
Maja Delak, Malcolm Manning, Rasmus
±MNF 4PQIJF(ÄSBSE 4UFQIBOJF.BIFS

*%0$%&1"35/&34
12 European partners cooperated in the
MBTUZFBSTUPSFBMJ[F*%0$%&UPHFUIFS
"HSPVQPGEBODFUFBDIFST cNFOUPSTo 
& 12 dance administrators were involved
in developing all aspects of IDOCDE,
supported by 100 „key teachers“ who
acted as pilot group in researching
documentation for dance education and
UFTUJOHUIFXFCTJUF
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Key teachers:
"MJDJB(SBOU "NZ7PSJT "OB4UFHOBS 
"OESFB#PME "OESFB#VDLMFZ "OESFB
,FJ[ "OESFKB,PQBË "OKB#PSOvFL 
"OOB7FO¿M¿JOFO "OPVL-MBVSFOT 
"OUPJOF&GGSPZ "OV3BKBMB&SLVU "ZMJO
Kalem, $\ąH§HEQHP$NVDQ%DKDU
9LGLQOLRÛOX#FEJSIBO%FINFO #SVOP
Listopad, Céline Perroud, Cilla Olsen,
¢JNFO(×MEÑLFS $MJOU-VUFT %BO
Johansson, Dorka Farkas, Douglas
#FDLFS &NSF4ÑLNFO &SJLB'BDDJOJ 
Esra Yurttut, Eva Maes, Fiona Millward,
'MPSFODF"VHFOESF (BCZ"HJT (BJB
(POFMMJ (FPSH#MBTDILF (JUUB#BSUIFM 
(ZVMB#FSHFS )FMÄOB)SPULÎ )FOSJFUUB
)BMF )JMMBSZ#MBLF'JSFTUPOF OND\
7đUNRÛOX, Isabel Lewis, Jack Gallagher,
+FBOFUUF#PMEJOH +FOOZ#FZFS +VMJBOB
/FWFT ,BKB-PSFODJ ,BUBSJOB.D"MFTUFS 
Kathy Crick, Keren Levy, Kerstin
"CSBIBNTTPO ,JSB3JJLPOFO ,SJTUFO
Greco, Kristine Slettevold, Krisztina
Ferencz, Laura Faguer, Laura Glaser,
Laure Leguet, Lauren Potter, Laurent
Ziegler, Li-Li Cheng, Louise Chardon,
Madeleine Karlsson, Måns Erlandsson,
Maria Ines Villasmil, maRia Probst,
.BSJBO%FM7BMMF .¼SUB-BEK¼OT[LJ 
.BUUIFX4NJUI .JDIBFM+BIPEB /BUBvB

Tovirac, Nici Rutrecht, Nicolas Hubert,
/JMBZ"SÜÑ[ /JOB.FvLP 0SÂVO0LVSHBO 
Palle Dyrvall, Peter Pleyer, Petra Pikalo,
1JB-JOEZ 3JDL/PEJOF 3JJLLB-JOETUÑN 
3PCJO#FSLFMNBOT 3PPTWBO#FSLFM 
Sabina Holzer, Sally Davidson, Sandra
Wieser,6FRWW6PLWK§HEQHP<đNsel,
4JOKB0yCPMU 4UJOB/ZTUSÑN 4ZMWJB
Scheidl (IDOCDE project assistance),
5BN¼T#BLÎ 6MMB.¿LJOFO 6MSJLB#FSH 
Victoria Hauke, Vita Osojnik, Youtci
Erdos, Yves Riazanoff, Zeynep Günsür,
;JO[J#VDIBOBO ;PMU¼O/BHZ

1"35/&303("/*;"5*0/4
8*&/&35"/;80$)&/ "5
'PVOEFEJO *N1VMT5BO[ PSHBOJTFE
by “Wiener Tanzwochen”) has developed
into one of the largest festivals of contemQPSBSZEBODFXPSMEXJEF&BDITVNNFS 
thousands of dancers, choreographers
and artists from all over the world come
BOEXPSLUPHFUIFSGPSçWFXFFLTJO
Vienna, to celebrate contemporary
EBODF*N1VMT5BO[PGGFSTQFSGPSNBODFT 
workshops, research projects, book presFOUBUJPOT UBMLTBOEQBSUJFT*UJTIPNF
to [8:tension] Young Choreographers’
4FSJFTBTXFMMBTFTUBCMJTIFEDPNQBOJFT
"OOVBMMZ VQUPBSUJTUJDSFTJEFODJFTHFU
SFBMJTFE&EVDBUJPOQSPHSBNNFTTVDIBT
EBODF8&#PS#JCMJPUFDBEP$PSQPEFFQFOEBODFDIPSFPHSBQIZLOPXMFEHF
"TPSHBOJ[JOHQBSUOFSPG*%0$%& 
ImPulsTanz looks forward to an expansion of its network through IDOCDE,
enriching the festival with its questions,
çOEJOHTBOEEFWFMPQNFOUT

IDOCDE project head:
Kerstin Kussmaul
JOGP!HSBWJUZIBQQFOTOFU

6-5*."7&; #&
JTUIF#SVTTFMTCBTFEDPNQBOZPGDIPSFPHSBQIFS QIPUPHSBQIFSBOEçMNNBLFS
8JN7BOEFLFZCVTJUQSPEVDFT EJTUSJCutes, administrates and promotes his
BSUJTUJDXPSLPOBOJOUFSOBUJPOBMTDBMF
Ultima Vez develops educational activities for various target groups, including
professional and non-professional dancers as well as children and youngsters,
and gives support to emerging choreographers, via counseling and residencies
as well as collaborations with Workspace
#SVTTFMTBOEUIF&VSPQFBOOFUXPSL-JGF
-POH#VSOJOHBOE+BSEJOEn&VSPQF VOUJM
+VOF 
The educational program of Ultima Vez
is executed by several teachers that
worked or still work with the company as
EBODFST*O*%0$%& 6MUJNB7F[UBLFT
up the role of an ambassador towards
the larger dance teaching community in
#FMHJVNUIBUIBTBTUSPOHDPODFOUSBUJPO
JO#SVTTFMT8FFYQFSJFODFBCJHOFFEGPS
professional exchange of theoretical and
QSBDUJDBMLOPXMFEHFJOUIFçFMEPGEBODF
FEVDBUJPO5IF*%0$%&QSPKFDUIBT
facilitated the research of pedagogy and
documentation, generating in this way
a dynamic for future exchange between
MPDBMEBODFUFBDIFST
Contact: Hilde Vanhoutte
XXXVMUJNBWF[DPN
IJMEF!VMUJNBWF[DPN

Contact: Rio Rutzinger
XXX*N1VMT5BO[DPN
JOGP!JNQVMTUBO[DPN


,r$&/53&'03$)03&0(3"1):
]5"/;1-"/)".#63("5
,".1/"(&- %&
is a comprehensive centre for expertise
JOUIFçFMEPGDPOUFNQPSBSZEBODFBOE
choreography, artistic research and
EBODFPVUSFBDI"NBKPSGPDVTPGXPSL
at K3 is developing and offering various
forms of residencies and artistic formats
of working that combine artistic reTFBSDI QSPEVDUJPOBOEQSFTFOUBUJPO0VS
outreach and education programmes aim
towards fostering appreciation of dance
in theory and practice in people of all
BHFT*OBEEJUJPOUPQSPWJEJOHJOGPSNBtion and advice, the centre offers dance
makers and other professionals in the
çFMESFHVMBSDPVSTFTBOEQSPGFTTJPOBM
training, workshops as well as further
MFBSOJOHGPSNBUT'PSVT*%0$%&UIFSFfore is a very important project in order
to enhance peer-to-peer discussions on
documentation as well as on methodologies in contemporary dance education, in
order to deepen knowledge about dance
and dance training – within the international dance scene itself as well as among
UIFQVCMJD
$POUBDU%S,FSTUJO&WFSU
XXXLIBNCVSHEF
UBO[QMBO!LBNQOBHFMEF

10/%&304"&7 %&
JTBOPOQSPçUDVMUVSBMPSHBOJTBUJPOUIBU
offers a dance festival, artist residencies,
studio rental, lodging, Summer School
1SPHSBN103$) XPSLTIPQT DPOUBDU
KBNTBOEQFSGPSNBODFT0VSNBJOQVSpose is to create an International meeting
TQBDFJOUIFDPVOUSZTJEFPVUTJEFPG#FSMJO
We come from wide ranging backgrounds, but share a common experience
25

of embracing the arts, living on a broken
down farm and encouraging an event
that inspires people’s creative sources
and gives them a place to enact their
PXOEFTJSFTBOEWJTJPOT8FEFQFOEPO
the form of improvisation to help create
PVSTUSVDUVSFTBOEPVSTPMVUJPOT8FBSF
a team of organizers, teachers, builders,
performers, artists, cultural managers,
QSPEVDFSTBOEIPTUT0VSHPBMJTUPCSJOH
as much uniqueness, clear thought and
spontaneous action to our yearly festival
XIJMFSFNBJOJOHJOUBDUBTBTFMGTVGçDJFOU
HSPVQBOEBTBCVJMEJOHDPNNVOJUZ
IDOCDE gives us the opportunity to
connect to a larger circle of like-minded
PSHBOJTBUJPOT5PFYDIBOHFQFSTQFDUJWFT
on contemporary dance education, on
documentation and to create a thriving
OFUXPSLBMMUISPVHI&VSPQF
Contact: Uli Kaiser
JOGP!QPOEFSPTBEBODFEF
XXXQPOEFSPTBEBODFEF

&"45&3/'*/-"/%410354
*/45*565& *4-0 &%6$"5*0/*/
%"/$&"/%40."5*$4 '*
ISLO offers the one-year continuingeducation course Education in Dance
and Somatics: Practice, Pedagogy and
Cultural Creativity which introduces somatic movement and contemporary dance
practices with a focus on facilitating
HSPVQT5IFJEFBJTUPCSJOHDPOUFNQPSBSZ
dance practices and somatic methods
to a wide range of societal situations by
attracting people engaged in diverse
çFMETBOETVQQPSUJOHUIFNUPJOUFHSBUF
and make use of what they learn in their
QFSTPOBMBOEXPSLJOHMJWFT$MBTTFTBSF
taught in English and students come from
BMMPWFSUIFXPSME

Through IDOCDE, ISLO developed better connections to the European dance
çFME5IF'JOOJTILFZUFBDIFSHSPVQJT
formed by experienced teachers from
many Finnish vocational dance educations, art supporting and art organizations and teachers who formerly studied
BU*4-00VSBJNJTUPEJTTFNJOBUFJOGPSmation about the project throughout the
'JOOJTIEBODFçFME BOEDPOOFDU'JOOJTI
EBODFFEVDBUPSTUPUIFPOMJOFEBUBCBTF
Contact: Elina Ikonen
FMJOBJLPOFO!JTMPKOTç
XXXJTMPçFEVDBUJPO

-&1"$*'*26&]$%$ '3
#BTFEJO(SFOPCMF -F1BDJçRVFJTPOF
of the 10 French Choreographic DevelopNFOU$FOUSFT $%$ *UJTEFFQMZJOWPMWFE
in a variety of contemporary dance activities including creation, co-production,
education, show-casing and raising
BXBSFOFTTPGUIFBSUPGDIPSFPHSBQIZ5IF
interest in the project was to encourage
artists who transmit dance to document
their teaching practices thanks to the database, to exchange with their peers and
UPMFBSOCZUIJTXBZ5IFCFOFçUJTUPGFEerate a group of artists in Grenoble and to
HFOFSBUFSFèFDUJPOBCPVUEPDVNFOUBUJPO
BOEUFBDIJOHJO'SBODF
$POUBDU-F1BDJçRVF]$%$
$ISJTUJBOF#MBJTF BSUJTUJDEJSFDUPS
Tatiana Galleau, project manager,
DPOUBDU!QBDJçRVFDEDDPN
XXXQBDJçRVFDEDDPN

803,4)01'06/%"5*0/ )6
Workshop Foundation (WSF) was
GPVOEFEJOXJUIUIFBJNPGQSPWJE-

ing support for independent artists,
encouraging their artistic development in
order to facilitate the development of the
Hungarian contemporary dance scene as
BXIPMF5IF$BUBMZTU1SPHSBNESFX
up the strategic lines along which the
'PVOEBUJPOTIPVMEPQFSBUF"SUJTUJDBOE
geographical crossovers and support for
NVMUJEJTDJQMJOBSZXPSLCFDBNFQSJPSJUJFT
Feedback and requirements received
from the artists and the existing international examples have served as a base for
UIFBDUJWJUZBOEUIFQSPHSBNT84'IBT
been taking care of educational programs connected to performing arts since
JUnTGPVOEBUJPO5IFQBSUJDJQBUJPOPG84'
in IDOCDE is important as it is realized
PVUTJEFPGUIFJOTUJUVUJPOBMJ[FEGSBNFT
IDOCDE increases the awareness of the
documentation process amongst Hungarian dance teachers, helps placing them
into an international context and creates
UIFCBTJTGPSMPOHUFSNDPPQFSBUJPOT
Most importantly, IDOCDE gives a soluUJPOGPSBSFBMEFçDJFODZJUPGGFSTQSPGFTsional help, the opportunity to research
and it gives easy access to methodological tools for pedagogues working in the
çFMEPGDPOUFNQPSBSZEBODF
$POUBDU(FSH 5BMMÎ
XPSLTIPQ!DIV
XXXXTGIV

*$,".45&3%". /- 
5IF*OUFSOBUJPOBM$IPSFPHSBQIJD"SUT
Centre is a platform for contemporary
dance under the artistic direction of Emio
(SFDPBOE1JFUFS$4DIPMUFO#FTJEFT
QSPEVDJOHUIFXPSLTPG&NJP(SFDP]
1JFUFS$4DIPMUFOBOETVQQPSUJOHOFX 
young talents, ICKamsterdam develops
and implements high-value educational
26

and research programmes and contributes to knowledge transfer and research
JOUIFEBODFçFME
"TEPDVNFOUBUJPOJTPOFPGUIFNBJOJOUFSests of the research activities of ICKamsterdam, IDOCDE broadens our research
by approaching documentation from anPUIFSQFSTQFDUJWF*UQSPWJEFT*$,BNTUFSdam a new virtual and physical platform to
SFDFOUçOEJOHT EFWFMPQFEEJHJUBMPCKFDUT
and questions around the accessibility and
GVUVSFPGEBODFFEVDBUJPO
With IDOCDE, ICKamsterdam expands
its development of an educational network within Europe, while tightening our
local network of local teachers who now
DPNFUPHFUIFSJO"NTUFSEBNPOBSFHVMBS
CBTJT
$POUBDU.BSJFLFWBO#VFSFO
XXXJDLBNTUFSEBNOM
JOGP!JDLBNTUFSEBNOM

&."/"5 4*
5IFBJNPGUIFJOTUJUVUF&."/"5JTUPBGçSNDPOUFNQPSBSZEBODFBSUBTBUPQJDBM 
BMJWFçFMEPGBSUJTUJDDSFBUJWJUZ XJUIUIF
production of performances as the central
activity, while the institute promotes education and publishing activity as the key
elements of the development of the art of
EBODF&NBOBUTFFT*%0$%&QSPKFDUBTB
possible open platform for free and noncommercial exchange of educational and
QFEBHPHJDBMLOPXMFEHF5IFPQFOOFTT
of the platform seems crucial in terms of
DPOUFOU UFDIOPMPHZBOEHPWFSOBODF
Contact: Maja Delak
JOGP!FNBOBUTJ
IUUQFNBOBUTJ


$6--#&3(#"--&5 4&
is a Swedish touring dance company,
GPVOEFEJO5IFDPNQBOZJTQSPEVDing and touring dance works nationally
and internationally and mediates and
coproduces works by emerging artists
UISPVHIWBSJPVT&VSPQFBOOFUXPSLT
Collaborating with Swedish and international dance training programs, such as
sharing teachers and hosting an apprenticeship program, is a vital factor in the
XPSLPGUIFDPNQBOZ
The collaboration with Swedish and European educators as well as the company’s
own daily work with teachers from differFOUçFMETBOEJOUFSOBUJPOBMSFHJPOTNBLFT
IDOCDE an important link and asset for
$VMMCFSH#BMMFU5IFEPDVNFOUBUJPOBOE
sharing of knowledge support the develPQNFOUPGUIFDPOUFNQPSBSZEBODFçFME
in Sweden and reinforces an increased
discussion of contemporary dance teachJOH5IFEBUBCBTFXJMMCFBQMBUGPSNGPS
Swedish dance teachers to connect with
JOUFSOBUJPOBMDPMMFBHVFT
$POUBDUJOGP!DVMMCFSHCBMFUUFOTF
XXXDVMMCFSHCBMFUUFOTF

.4(4·$0/5&.103"3:%"/$&
%&1"35.&/5 53
Contemporary Dance Department of
.JNBS4JOBO'JOF"SUT6OJWFSTJUZ4UBUF
Conservatory is a pioneering institution
JOUIFçFMEPGEBODFJO*TUBOCVM 5VSLFZ
4JODF BTUIFçSTUBOEPOMZ
“Modern” then “Contemporary” Dance
Department in Turkey, it has been hosting
worldwide known local & international
teachers, with the mission of educating
not only well trained dancers but also
creative, versatile artists in the practical
BOEUIFPSFUJDBMçFMETPGEBODF

Today, with its undergraduate & graduate level studies, experienced staff, the
department is focused on enhancing its
FEVDBUJPOTZTUFN5IBOLTUPDPMMBCPSBtions with various institutions and univerTJUJFTXJUIJO&VSPQFBOE64WJBDSFBUJOH
artistic and educational opportunities
like IDOCDE for its graduates, teachers
BOEUIFBSUJTUTJOUIFçFMEUIFEFQBSUNFOU
NBJOUBJOTJUTMFBEJOHSPMF*OUIFOFX#Pmonti Campus, it is now hosting international festivals, symposiums and workshops due to its developed infrastructure,
XFMMFRVJQFETUVEJPTBOETUBHF

practice, and her desire to create opportunities for others to continue their
own research in this area, underlies ID’s
JOWPMWFNFOUJO*%0$%&
Contact: Iris Chan
JOGP!JOEFQFOEFOUEBODFDPVL
XXXJOEFQFOEFOUEBODFDPVL

Contact: Department Head 1SPG"ZEÜO5FLFS
NPEFSOEBOT!NTHTVFEVUS
XXXNTHTVFEVUS

*/%&1&/%&/5%"/$& 6,
Independent Dance (ID) is an artist-led
organisation providing a framework to
support, sustain and stimulate dance
artists in their ongoing development as
QSPGFTTJPOBMT5IFHSPXUIPGUIFBSUGPSN
BOEPGBSUJTUTJTBUUIFIFBSUPGPVSXPSL
Key to our policy is support for teachers questioning their teaching practice,
through smaller research-orientated classes and peer-to-peer teachers’ exchange,
in order to facilitate the development of
contemporary dance pedagogy with key
6,UFBDIFSTJOBOJOUFSOBUJPOBMGPSVN
IDOCDE is a natural extension of ID’s
and our artist teachers’ desire to exDIBOHFBOETIBSFMFBSOJOH
ID would like to acknowledge Gill
$MBSLF  UIFJOJUJBM6,.FOUPS
GPS*%0$%&5IFWBMVFTIFQMBDFEPO
teaching as an integral aspect of artistic
28

NOTES:

IMPRINT
IDOCDE Symposium „The return of the idocs“
Location: ImPulsTanz Vienna International Dance Festival
"STFOBM #VSHUIFBUFS1SPCFC×IOFOVOE8FSLTU¿UUFO 
(IFHBTUSBTTF 8JFO
IDOCDE - International Documentation of Contemporary Dance Education
IPTUFECZHSBWJUZIBQQFOTPSUG×SCFXFHVOHVOEOJDIUTUVO
(¿SUOFSHBTTF
8JFO "VTUSJB
XXXJEPDEFOFU
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This  project  has  been  funded  with  support  from  the  European  Commission.  
7KLVSXEOLFDWLRQUHÀHFWVWKHYLHZVRQO\RIWKHDXWKRUDQGWKH&RPPLVVLRQFDQQRWEHKHOG
UHVSRQVLEOHIRUDQ\XVHZKLFKPD\EHPDGHRIWKHLQIRUPDWLRQFRQWDLQHGWKHUHLQ
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